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About Us
Diamonds can make your whole world shine brighter than imagination. The whole world of
yours can take 360 turn towards elegance and beauty, the moment you embrace diamonds.
The fact that diamonds are the most beautiful objects one can ever see in their life helps in
taking their popularity to an extreme degree among potential customers.
The usage of diamonds since ages has been for jewelry and industrial purposes. Allowing
many industrialists in business domain to procure diamonds in the purest standards, is a
company based in Surat, Gujarat, India, Mahadev Diamond. Ours is a prestigious
organization that has been catering to needs for natural diamonds in the market.
We permit customers seeking the best diamonds to come and experience simply amazing
in our range of masterpieces. Our manufacturer based company has touched the peak of
success by offering beautifully processed Round Diamond, CVD Diamond, Kite Shape
Diamond and many more similar items. We are running our manufacturing work from the
largest diamond city called Surat. Our company meets demand for natural diamonds in
right speciﬁcations.

Our Business Motive
The singular motive of our Surat nestled company is catering to requirement of diamonds.
Our range is processed following different stages at our well-equipped facility. We execute
our process of creating masterpieces by giving our cent percent to bring something
extraordinary. Our experts keep a check on our manufactured line and thus make sure our
natural diamonds are proper in the form, texture, shine, weight and strength. Our range has
excellent purity level because it has been processed adhering to preset norms. Our qualitymarked diamonds ﬁt the demand of potential clients in the industry.

Why Rely On Us?
 Moral Business Entity: We are thrilled to refer ourselves as a moral company that carries
out business in an accountable manner. We duly perform our services and thus meet our
standards at all levels. We maintain integrity and provide right quality of diamonds in the
market.
 Safe Working Setup: Our company makes certain to supervise every worker and ensure
his or her safety in the company. Our machines, tools and equipment are all maintained
and controlled under guidance of experts and therefore are professionally handled to get
the job done within limited time.

Our Products

Fancy Colour Diamond

CVD Diamond

Pink Diamond

Kite Shape Diamond

CVD Polish Diamond

Polish Diamond

Meele Diamond

Round Diamond

Solitaire Diamond

White Solitaire Diamond

Fancy Colour Cvd Diamonds

Blue Diamond

Cvd Solitairepolished Diamond

Asscher Cut Diamond

Fancy Colour Diamonds

Round Brilliant Cut Diamond

-2 Sieve Polished Diamond

White Star Cvd Diamonds
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